
Title: Join Our Team at SquareONE Rehabilitation - Space for Rent to a Passionate 
Physiotherapist 

Are you a dedicated and skilled physiotherapist looking for an exciting opportunity to grow your 
practice within a thriving rehabilitation community? SquareONE Rehabilitation is offering a 
unique opportunity for a physiotherapist to join our facility on a rent-sharing basis. We are not 
looking for a professional eager to co-share space and contribute to our environment of healing 
and wellness. 

About Us: SquareONE Rehabilitation is a leading rehabilitation center known for our 
comprehensive approach to therapy and rehabilitation. Our facility is designed to provide 
optimal care for our clients, offering a range of services aimed at facilitating recovery and 
enhancing physical performance. We pride ourselves on a collaborative atmosphere where 
professionals from various disciplines come together to offer the best in rehabilitative care. 

The Opportunity: 

• Space Rental: We offer a well-equipped space within our facility, perfect for a 
physiotherapist looking to establish or expand their practice. This is an ideal opportunity to 
enjoy the benefits of working within a professional rehabilitation center while maintaining 
the independence of running your own practice. 

• Collaborative Environment: While operating independently, you'll benefit from the synergy 
of a multidisciplinary team, potentially increasing referrals and allowing for a comprehensive 
approach to patient care. 

• Location and Facilities: Our center is located in a prime area with easy access for clients. 
You'll have access to shared amenities, including reception areas, waiting rooms, and more, 
all designed to ensure the best possible experience for your clients. 

What We're Looking For: 

• A licensed physiotherapist with a passion for client care and a commitment to professional 
excellence. 

• Someone eager to work independently while also being a part of a collaborative 
rehabilitation community. 

• A professional with a positive attitude, excellent communication skills, and the ability to 
build strong relationships with clients and colleagues. 

Offer Details: 

• Rent-sharing arrangement with competitive terms. 
• Access to shared common areas and facilities. 
• Opportunity for cross-referrals within the center. 

How to Apply: If you're interested in this unique opportunity to co-share space at SquareONE 
Rehabilitation, please send your resume to Eugene@squareonerehabilitation.com 
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